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Hysteretic internal fields and critical currents in polycrystalline
superconductors
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The transport critical currentJc in a polycrystalline superconductor is a hysteretic function of
applied magnetic fieldH0 due to flux trapping by grains. This effect has been observed by several
groups and attempts have been made to calculate the intergranular fieldHi as a function of the
applied H0 in terms of an effective geometrical demagnetization factorD. In general a
first-principles calculation ofD is very difficult, and furthermore,D is not constant but is itself a
hysteretic function ofH0 . We develop a self-consistent scheme to extract theD and Hi directly
from theJc(H0) data itself. Our model exploits the fact that there are two field ranges for which the
demagnetizing field is a simple function ofH0 . At low virgin fields, in the Meissner state, the
susceptibility xv'21/4p is well defined, leading to a multiplicative correction:Hi5H0 /(1
1D4pxv). For fields that have returned from high values, a complete critical state is established
and M is well defined—althoughxv is unknown. This leads to an additive correction:Hi5H0

2D4pM for the total field. By matchingJc data in increasing and decreasing fields that satisfy
these special cases, it is possible to extract the relevant parameters of the problem without detailed
knowledge of the demagnetization geometry. We use this model to analyze data measured on
sintered YBa2Cu3O7 superconductive rods. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomena that govern the critical current den
Jc , and its dependence on field are important aspects in
field of high-Tc superconductors, both from a fundamen
standpoint as well as for applications. The field sensitivity
Jc is especially pronounced in bulk ceramic materials1 where
it often shows a precipitous drop followed by a somew
gentler decrease at high fields. In addition it has been fo
in many investigations1–17 that Jc is a bivalued function of
the applied fieldH0 .

Figure 1 shows our data on YBa2Cu3O7 ceramic rods
illustrating the effect. The virgin curve~circles! represents
the field dependence ofJc when the sample is cooled in zer
field to the desired temperature and the field is then increa
isothermally (H0

↑). The field is taken to some turning valu
Ht after which it is decreased back to zero. The squares s
data in decreasing field (H0

↓) for a turning field of 200 Oe.
Because of flux trapped within the grains the internal fieldHi

at the grain boundaries is different for a given applied fi
H0 , for the two field-change directions. The data shown
the crosses are forHt51000 Oe. Because the amount
trapped flux increases monotonically withHt , so does the
enhancement inJc . The magnitude of the enhancement
nally saturates at some value of the turning fieldHt5Hts ,
when the grain is in a complete critical state. In the rema
der of the discussion, whenever we talk about increas

a!Electronic mail: kunchur@cosm.sc.edu
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field curves and data, it will always be assumed that the fi
was increased from the virgin~zero-field-cooled! condition.

One of the models2,3 proposed to explain the hysteret
Jc invokes irreversible flux trapping within the grains a
companied by hysteresis in demagnetizing fields at the g
boundaries. Some qualitative features have been satisfa
rily explained in this way by the previous authors. Mun
et al.18 and Navarro and Campbell19 have used the mean
value theorem and effective medium approaches to treat
problem. One challenge in calculating the internal field
that, in general, a first-principles calculation of the effecti
demagnetization factorD, and the resultant demagnetizin
field is very difficult. Furthermore,D is not constant but is
itself a hysteretic function ofH0 , because of the changin
flux distributions within the grains.

In this article we explore the ideas of flux trapping a
compression further and develop a self-consistent schem
extractingD and Hi . The scheme exploits a mathematic
simplification in the demagnetization-correction equatio
that occurs for certain field conditions. This allows us
derive expressions for the true intrinsic field dependence
the critical currentJc(Hi) from the increasing-fieldJc(H0

↑)
and decreasing-fieldJc(H0

↓) curves. Knowledge of the intrin-
sic functionJc(Hi) is needed for understanding the under
ing physical mechanisms which cause the field depende
of Jc across grain boundaries and weak links. As dem
strated in previous work,2,3 it will be assumed that the sel
field of the measuring current is negligible and that most
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the flux trapping occurs within the grains and not by bu
screening currents. Also demagnetization effects due to
overall sample shape are not considered here.~The measure-
ments we analyze here were done on thin rods in para
field for which the overall demagnetization is negligible an
way.!

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples were sintered rods of YBa2Cu3O7 made by
the oxide-precursors route. They are characterized by a
form fine grain structure and connected porosity, and
relatively immune to microcracking. Their length is typical
30 times the diameter~0.7–0.9 mm!, facilitating accurate
four-probe measurements.

The critical currents were measured by a pulsed fo
probe method. The current pulses were 2 ms in duration w
a duty cycle of less than a percent. The contacts were 1
apart and a 2mV criterion was used to defineJc . Further
information on the sample preparation and characterizat
and on the measurement technique can be found in Re
and 20, and references therein.

FIG. 1. Hysteretic field dependence of the critical current densityJc in a
YBa2Cu3O7 ceramic rod~sample A! at 83.4 K. The circles showJc in an
increasing applied fieldH0 , for a virgin ~zero-field-cooled! sample. The
squares showJc as a function of the field as it is decreased after being ta
up to a turning fieldHt of 200 Oe. The crosses show decreasing-field d
for Ht51000 Oe. For a given value ofH0 , Jc has a value that depends o
the direction of field change as well as the value of the turning field. T
enhancement ofJc with increasingHt saturates aboveHt5Hts , which is
900 Oe at this temperature.
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III. THEORETICAL MODEL

There are several ranges of the applied field over wh
it is possible to derive simple expressions for the inter
field Hi in terms of the appliedH0 and demagnetization, in a
way that provides useful information without requiring d
tailed knowledge of actual demagnetizing factors or curre
flow morphology. This approach seeks to derive the dep
denciesHi(H0

↑) and Hi(H0
↓), of the internal field on the

increasing (H0
↑) and decreasing (H0

↓) applied fields, and
thereby understand the behavior ofJc(H0) in a somewhat
quantitative manner without addressing the physical reas
for the field dependence at the grain boundaries. The la
has been attributed both to Josephson-junction weak lin21

as well as to regions of easy flux flow22 at the grain bound-
aries. Note that the actual local fieldsHl at various grain
boundaries will all vary differently from each other. Th
may cause the configuration of current pathways to cha
with field. A simplifying assumption made in this model
that all the individual changes taking place on the mic
scopic level need not be considered separately and tha
net behavior can be described in terms of the average m
roscopic quantitiesJc andHi .

There are two situations for which the demagnetizi
field is a simple function ofH0 . One is when the materia
has a known field-independent susceptibility (xv5const.),
the other is when the magnetizationM is well defined. The
respective relations for those two cases are

Hi5H0 /~11D4pxv! ~1!

and

Hi5H02D4pM . ~2!

The first occurs in the Meissner state whenM is unknown
~becauseHi is not known! but xv is well defined~21/4p!.
The second occurs for fields at which the grains are co
pletely penetrated by flux and then the susceptibility is u
defined butM can be calculated from the Bean23 or other24

critical state models. These models give expressions for
flux density as a function of the depth from the surfaceB(x);
the average magnetization is then obtained from the lo
quantity (4pM5B2H) by integration over the volume. In
the present work, we will take25 B(x)5H02Hc1

24pJcx/c, in which linear profiles are assumed~because of
the smallness of the grains this is a reasonable approx
tion! and the lower-critical-field term (Hc1) accounts for the
reversible component ofM. Note thatD will differ for each
field case since the flux distribution is not the same. We n
obtain the explicit expressions for various field cases.

~1! For a sample cooled in zero field~ZFC!, as the field
is initially increased from zero the grains are in the Meiss
state and exclude flux completely causing excess flux to
compressed into the intergranular spaces.2,26,27 The flux-
density distribution within the grain is uniformly zero ever
where as shown in Fig. 2~a!. Even for Hi slightly above
Hc1—although flux penetration has begun—most of t
grain is still flux free so that the average susceptibility
mainsxv'21/4p. From Eq.~1!, we get

Hi5H0
↑/~12D1!. ~3!
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Thus the applied field is simply scaled by the fac
51/(12D1). Because the degree of flux exclusion is larg
at low fields, one expects the demagnetization to be the l
est for this field range.

~2! Further on the increasing curve, flux begins to pe
etrate the grains whenHi.Hc1 and they become fully pen
etrated whenHi5H* 5Hc114pJciR/c. For Hi>H* , the
magnetization remains roughly constant at 4pM52Hc1

24pJciR/3c ~R is an average effective grain radius andJci

is the intragranular critical current density!. The flux-density
profile for this field regime is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Note that
the magnetization can be regarded as the sum of two c
ponents: one is a uniform plateau of magnetization2Hc1 ,
the other is a cone shaped profile for which the average m
netization is24pJciR/3c. For the first homogeneous com
ponent, the demagnetization factor will be the previousD1 ;
for the inhomogeneous part, the demagnetization factor
have a different valueD2 . Because the second conical com
ponent is concentrated towards the center of the grain
effective radius of that core is smaller. This in effect i
creases the intergrain separation, lowering the extent of
compression.D2 will therefore be smaller thanD1 . In this
field rangeM, and notxv , is well defined andHi can thus be
obtained from Eq.~2! in terms ofD1 andD2 :

Hi5H0
↑1D1Hc11D24pJciR/3c. ~4!

The enhancement ofHi over H0 is smaller here than in the
previous field range@Eq. ~3!#.

~3! When Hi is increased up to a certain value~the
turning fieldHt) aboveHc1 and decreased, a remanent m
ment is trapped. The moment becomes increasingly pos
as the turning field is increased, the effect finally saturat
at Ht5Hts with Hts given by28

Hts5Hc118pJciR/c. ~5!

Hts is a monotonically decreasing function of temperatu
through its dependence onHc1 and Jci . In fact from the
known temperature dependencies ofHc1(T) andJci(T) ~af-
ter suitable orientation averaging!, it is possible to calculate
that dependence and quantitatively compare it with the m
sured values ofHts at different temperatures.

FIG. 2. Flux-density distributions inside a superconducting grain in an
ternal fieldH. In ~a! a virgin increasing field less thanHc1 is applied. In~b!
a virgin fieldH.H* is applied so that the grain is completely penetrated
flux. In ~c! the field is cycled to a high valueH.Hts and reduced so as to
trap flux. In ~d! the field is now reduced to zero.
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Within the field rangeHc1<Hi<Ht28pJciR/c, for
Ht.Hts , the magnetization is given by 4pM52Hc1

14pJciR/3c and the associated flux-density distribution
shown in Fig. 2~c!. As for the previous field range, the mag
netization can be conveniently split into two components:
uniform plateau of value,Hc1 ~demagnetizationD1) and the
inverted cone of average value 4pJciR/3c ~demagnetization
D2). Whence from Eq.~2! the internal field is

Hi5H0
↓1D1Hc12D24pJciR/3c. ~6!

~4! Finally, when the field is decreased well belo
Hc1—after having increased aboveHts—only the remanent
magnetization@Fig. 2~d!# remains given by the well-known
formula M5JciR/3c and the internal field is

Hi5H0
↓2D24pJciR/3c. ~7!

As explained earlier, one expects the demagnetizatio
drop after crossing from field-range 1@Eq. ~3!# to field-range
2 @Eq. ~4!#. Because of thisHi will vary rapidly with H0 at
lower fields steepening the initialJc(H0) slope; after cross-
ing over into field-range 2,Hi and thereforeJc will vary
more slowly withH0 . This may be partially responsible fo
the exaggerated initial drop inJc at low fields followed by
the more gradual decrease at higher fields observed by
ous authors.29 The behavior is usually attributed to a destru
tion of weak links at low fields, and a crossover to parall
more robust, conduction channels at higher fields. Howe
part of the change in behavior may be merely due to
change in the demagnetization rather than to a change in
dominant conduction channels. For decreasing fields, the
magnetization does not undergo any abrupt changes
Jc(H0) ought to be a smooth function of the applied fiel
This distinction in the increasing- and decreasing-field ca
is indeed borne out by the data in Fig. 1 represented
circles and crosses, respectively.~Also see, for example, Fig
1~a! of Ref. 26.!

IV. ANALYSIS

The model presented above will now be used to anal
the Jc(H0) data in the following way: Take values ofH0

↑

corresponding to certainJc’s on the increasing-field curve
and plot them against the corresponding values ofH0

↓ on the
decreasing-field curve~considering only turning fields tha
have exceeded the saturation values! which have the same
Jc’s. The two sets of values should satisfy Eqs.~3! and ~6!
respectively, and presumably each point on the plot co
sponds to a pair of values (H0

↑ ,H0
↓) which produce the same

Hi , sinceJc(H0
↑)5Jc(H0

↓) and we have assumed thatJc is a
single-valued function ofHi . From Eqs.~3! and ~6! we ex-
pect a linear relation betweenH0

↑ andH0
↓ :

H0
↓5H0

↑/~12D1!1~2D1Hc11D24pJciR/3c!. ~8!

The slope and the intercept together giveD1 and D2 , the
effective demagnetization factors for theH0

↑ and H0
↓ cases.

The intercept’s sign can be either positive or negative
pending on the relative magnitudes ofD1Hc1 and
D24pJciR/3c. D1 will depend somewhat on the sample
morphology: a more porous sample will have lower co

-
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pression. In a given sample, temperature dependence oD1

will indicate how stable the configuration of dominant cu
rent pathways is. Note that although Eq.~8! can, in principle,
yield both D1 and D2 , only the extracted value ofD1 is
reliable since it relates directly to the slope of Eq.~8! without
any additional parameters.D2 , on the other hand, depend
not only on the intercept, but on four additional paramet
(D1 , Hc1 , Jci , and R). Fortunately, D2’s explicit value
does not enter the calculation of the final quantities of int
est that this model tries to extract~e.g.,Jci andHi); for that
only the entire intercept of Eq.~8! matters. Hence in the
remainder of the analysis we will not bother withD2 explic-
itly.

Figure 3 shows such a plot for data measured on
samples atT577.3 K. Notice the linear relationship betwee
H0
↑ and H0

↓ at low fields, predicted by Eq.~8!. From the
slopes we find thatD150.68 for sample A andD150.71 for
sample B, both roughly independent~within 5%! of tempera-
ture ~measured at 77.3, 83.4, and 87.4 K!. The intercepts are
260 and235 Oe for the two samples, respectively, aga
not changing much~within 10%! with T. Thus we see tha
the current-flow morphology is relatively stable. At the hig
est fields, the plots in Fig. 3 show a deviation from lineari
This is due to a crossover to field-insensitive current carry
channels as discussed earlier.

From the measured slope 1/(12D1), and intercept
(2D1Hc11D24pJciR/3c), one can now use Eqs.~3! or ~6!
to obtain the average internal fieldHi , and hence the intrin-
sic field dependenceJc(Hi). Figure 4 shows such plots ofJc

versus the corrected internal fieldHi , as well asJc versus
the raw H0

↑ and H0
↓ values. One important conclusion th

arises from this analysis is thatJc(H0
↓) is closer to the intrin-

sic Jc(Hi) thanJc(H0
↑), because of the much smaller dema

netizing field in field range 3 governingH0
↓ . However, be-

cause of the additive way in which Eq.~6! convertsH0
↓ to

Hi , Jc(H0
↓) has an erroneous exponent.H0

↑ , on the other
hand, is corrected multiplicatively in Eq.~3! and conse-
quentlyJc(H0

↑) has the same power-law exponent as the

FIG. 3. Decreasing applied field (H0
↓) values plotted against the correspon

ing increasing applied field (H0
↑) values that have the sameJc . Squares and

triangles represent data for samples A and B, respectively. Straight line
linear fits to the low field data.T577.3 K,Ht55000 Oe, andHts

53000 Oe for both sets.
s
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trinsic Jc(Hi). This is evident in Fig. 4 whereJc(H0
↑) has the

same slope asJc(Hi).
Finally, Eq. ~5! estimates the saturation turning fie

Hts , in terms of the intrinsic parametersHc1 andJci ~intra-
granularJc). For both samples A and B, the measuredHts’s
at the three temperatures~77.3, 83.4, and 87.4 K! were about
3000, 900, and 500 Oe, respectively, and the mean grain
wasR'2.5mm. UsingHc15600(12T/Tc) ~from Ref. 30!
Eq. ~5! yields Jci(T577.3 K)54.53106 A/cm2, Jci(T
583.4 K)51.33106 A/cm2, and Jci(T587.4 K)50.7
3106 A/cm2, which are in the range of expected intragran
lar values forJc in YBa2Cu3O7 at these temperatures.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, a scheme is presented for analyzing hys
etic Jc(H0) data in a self-consistent way that allows the e
traction of three useful pieces of information: the effecti
average demagnetization factor, the intrinsic dependenc
the overallJc on the average intergranular field, and the
tragranularJci . These quantities in turn reflect the porosi
and connectivity of the sample, the type of interface betwe
grains, the dominant physical mechanisms governing in
granular conduction, and the quality of the grains the
selves. Although we consider here only the hysteresis inJc ,
it is clear that the same model can be applied with so
modification to other hysteretic properties such asV–H
characteristics2 and microwave measurements.31 Conduction
in granular superconductors is of revived recent interest
cause practical high temperature superconductor conduc
being presently developed~e.g., BSCCO/Ag tapes or depos
ited conductors on polycrystalline substrates! do not consist
of single crystalline domains.
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netization for this field range combined with the multiplicative mathemati
form of the correction.
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